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Free Essay: "Prospective Immigrants Please Note" Adrienne Rich Either you will go through this door or you will not go
through. If you go.

If you go through there is always the risk of remembering your name. Re-examining the title "Prospective
Immigrants Please Note", it becomes clear that the poem addresses "immigrants" to wisely assess the decision
of going into another country or just staying. I have read this poem a number of times and I believe this poem
is about, immigrants and how they have a choice to leave their country or not. Feel that the only way that they
can protect their survival and their interests is by the gun. It is just another country, and the consequences of
either of the choices cannot be foretold before the final choice is made. Her first collection of poetry, A
Change of World, was published in and was selected by W. Even when I was very young, I was reading
poetry, looking for what it could tell me about how to live. A nation of immigrants and a world of change :
What kinds of hyphenated person are you? There are not many legal doors any more anywhere else! The poet
gives them an idea of what may happen if they makes either of these decisions. Apart from poetry, she wrote
several books of nonfiction prose. Not to grasp what might have been grasped. He has to try to braid together
his new world and the world he has sprung from. It is also possible to read the poem as a metaphor for change,
for the border crossing of learning, the stepping into new awareness and consciousness of new identities. The
border crossings of the poem can be literal or metaphorical. Upon migrating, he may regret his decision and
long for his homeland. She married Alfred Haskell Conrad in , whom she left in  While they might miss what
a better country has to offer, they will be able to hold on to their traditions, culture and morals. If you do not
go through it is possible to live worthily to maintain your attitudes to hold your position to die bravely but
much will blind you, much will evade you, at what cost who knows? She remains instructional throughout the
poem, providing advice without being sympathetic to the immigrant. The poet appeals to the immigrants to
evaluate both the sides of the door before they make their decision. And as a way, sometimes profoundly
disturbing and even painful, of moving deeper into the heart of things. The aftermath, however, remains
unforeseeable. In , Rich acknowledged her lesbianism for the first time. Since these people will now live in a
foreign land, they will have to not only blend with the new culture, but also not shed their home culture. Not to
grasp what might have been grasped. Adrienne Rich It is possible to read this poem as a reflection of the
experience of becoming a hyphenated America â€” the risk of being American with the dual identity of place
of ancestral origin, religion, predilection, preference or orientation. Our country has many truths, but certainly
one of them has to be that this was never a democracy. Thoughts from Adrienne Rich I believe that poetry is
asking us to consider the quality of life. Rich compares the door to the border of a country. Rich 's essential
goal is to remember your families and origins. Here is a brief summary of the poem: Rich begins the poem by
telling prospective immigrants that they face a choice- to immigrate or to stay in their homeland. The
outcomes cannot be predicted before the individual makes his choice.


